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1. Introduction

One of the significant drawbacks of high-strength low-
alloy (HSLA) steels is a relatively high temperature of duc-
tile to brittle transition that significantly limits their usage at 
lowered temperatures.1) This stimulates materials scientists 
to enhance their efforts on finding the promising approaches 
to strengthen the steels without degradation of the impact 
toughness. Comprehensive studies of the fracture mecha-
nisms and the conditions of the ductile-brittle transition have 
being carried out from the middle of the last century.2–4) The 
first successes in the creation of tough steels were associ-
ated with an increase in the alloying extent, mainly nickel. 
The detailed studies using electron microscopy revealed that 
such alloying led to an increase in the probability of ductile 
fracture.5) A great attention was paid to thermal and thermo-
mechanical treatments in combination with the modification 
of the chemical composition of low-alloyed steels in order 
to obtain a specific microstructure, which should provide a 
high level of strength and toughness. The Yoffee diagram 
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suggests two possible ways to suppress a ductile-brittle 
transition.1) Those are increasing the cleavage resistance 
or decreasing the effective flow stress. An intergranular 
embrittlement frequently results from segregations of sulfur 
and phosphorus at grain boundaries. Thus, the steel purifica-
tion is used to remove harmful impurities or micro-alloying 
is applied to involve harmful impurities into mechanically 
safe precipitations.1) The resistance to transcrystalline frac-
ture can be increased owing to reducing the effective grain 
size, which leads to a reduction of the free path of crack 
propagation. Several methods have been developed for 
grain refinement, including thermo-mechanical processing 
of ingots into strips, sheets or rods,6) and thermal cycling 
manipulating phase transformations during quenching or 
tempering in order to provide the uniform dispersion of 
nano-sized secondary phase particles.7)

A promising approach to increase the impact tough-
ness at lowered temperatures was proposed by Japanese 
scientists.8) This approach consists in the formation of an 
ultrafine grained lamella-type microstructure with a homo-
geneous distribution of finely dispersed nanoscale particles 
of secondary phases by means of warm rolling under con-
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ditions of tempering. Such thermo-mechanical processing 
method, tempforming, results in a promising combination 
of mechanical properties in low-alloy steels.9–11) The disper-
sion strengthened ultrafine grained microstructure provides 
high strength. On the other hand, the lamellar microstructure 
delaminates along the rolling plane, thereby blunting the 
original crack and increasing the impact toughness for crack 
arrestor orientation. This phenomenon was called delami-
nation toughness. It should be noted that tempforming of 
medium carbon steels simultaneously leads to hardening 
and an increase in toughness, which in some cases showed 
an inverse temperature dependence that is quite unusual for 
carbon steels.10,11) Lowering the temperature of tempforming 
leads to an increase in the strength and hardly affects the 
toughness of medium carbon steels.9) As compared to con-
ventional tempering, however, a decrease in tempforming 
temperature improves substantially the impact toughness.9) 
Recently, an excellent combination of impact toughness 
and hydrogen embrittlement was achieved by Kimura et al. 
in a high-strength medium carbon steel by tempforming at 
relatively low temperature.12) Although tempforming can 
significantly increase the strength and toughness of carbon 
steels, its effectiveness decreases with increasing carbon 
content from 0.2 to 0.6%.11) Hence, high-strength low-alloy 
steels with a carbon content below 0.2% seem to be the 
most appropriate candidates for tempforming in order to 
improve their mechanical performance. Advances of temp-
forming over ausforming for HSLA steels were recently 
confirmed.13) An important role of dislocation strengthening 
was clarified for a HSLA steel.14) However, the regularities 
of delamination toughness, their dependence on tempering 
time, temperature, and strain are still unclear. A decrease in 
tempforming temperature was shown to promote the impact 
toughness of medium carbon steels at room and lowered 
temperatures, whereas tempforming at a relatively high 
temperature increased the impact toughness at the cryogenic 
temperature.15,16) An increase in total strain during temp-
forming of a medium carbon steel also improved the impact 
toughness, especially, at cryogenic temperatures,15) although 
the mechanisms controlling such behavior were not detailed. 
A deep knowledge of the microstructural dependence of the 
fracture behavior for HSLA steels subjected to warm rolling 
is of crucial importance for tempforming implementation to 
produce advanced structural materials. The aim of the pres-
ent study, therefore, is to clarify the delamination toughness 
behavior of an HSLA steel subjected to tempforming at 

different temperatures.

2. Experimental

A steel with a chemical composition of Fe–0.08C–
0.17Si–1.16Cr–1.55Mn–0.03Nb–0.005Al–0.42Mo–0.08V– 
0.003B–0.003P–0.006S (all in mass%) was selected as a 
promising representative of advanced HSLA steels with a 
strength of well above 700 MPa after conventional temper-
ing. The steel samples were quenched from 1 373 K and 
tempered for 1 h at 873 K or 923 K or 973 K followed by 
plate rolling without lubrication at the same temperature 
to a total strain of 1.5 (thickness reduction from 45 mm to 
10 mm). The steel samples were reheated to the designated 
temperature before each rolling pass comprising about 20% 
reduction. The tempformed microstructures were observed 
on the longitudinal sections normal to the transverse direc-
tion (TD), using a Quanta Nova Nanosem 450 scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an electron back 
scattering diffraction pattern (EBSP) analyzer incorporating 
an orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) system. The OIM 
images were subjected to cleanup procedure setting minimal 
confidence index of 0.1. The grain size was evaluated by the 
linear intercept method on the OIM images as an average 
distance between high-angle boundaries (HAB) with misori-
entations of θ ≥  15°. Standard Charpy V-notch specimens 
were tested using an Instron 450 J impact machine with 
an Instron Dynatup Impulse data acquisition system at 
temperatures ranging from 183 K to 293 K. The specimens 
for impact tests were cut from the rolled plates so that the 
impact direction was parallel to the normal direction (ND), 
i.e., the crack-arrestor orientation.17) The three-point bend-
ing tests of Charpy V-notch specimens were carried using 
an Instron 5 882 testing machine at a room temperature with 
a crosshead speed of 2 mm/min.

3. Results

3.1. Tempformed Microstructures
The representative microstructures evolved in the steel 

subjected to tempforming at different temperatures are 
shown in Fig. 1. The developed microstructures and textures 
were detailed elsewhere14) and can be briefly introduced 
here as follows. The tempformed microstructures consist 
of flattened grains that are highly elongated along RD. An 
average grain size measured along ND varies from 350 nm 

Fig. 1. Microstructures developed in an HSLA steel subjected to tempforming at 873 K (a), 923 K (b) and 973 K (c). 
Colours correspond to the crystallographic direction along the normal direction (ND). The black and white lines 
indicate high-angle boundaries (θ ≥  15°) and low-angle sub-boundaries (2° ≤ θ <  15°), respectively. (Online 
version in color.)
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to 950 nm, depending on tempforming temperature. The 
dispersed particles are represented by rather coarse Cr23C6 
and Fe3C carbides located at grain/subgrain boundaries and 
fine (Nb,V)C carbides uniformly distributed throughout. 
The size of former ones increases from 40 nm to 90 nm and 
that of the latter ones increases from 4 nm to 17 nm with 
an increase in tempforming temperature. Correspondingly, 
the number density of carbide particles decreases with an 
increase in processing temperature. Some parameters of the 
tempformed microstructures are represented in Table 1. 
Commonly, the texture evolved after tempforming consists 
in partial α-fiber (<110> //RD), η-fiber (<100> //ND), 
and γ -fiber (<111> //ND), including strong {001}<110> 
and {111}<110>  components (Fig. 2) that have been fre-
quently observed in plate-rolled bcc-metals/alloys.18,19) An 
increase in tempforming temperature weakens the texture as 
discussed in previous study.14) Rather strong {011}<110> 
(Rotated Goss) and {001}<110>  (Rotated Cube) texture 
components were observed by Inoue et al. from the side 
direction in low carbon steel subjected to caliber warm 
rolling to large strains owing to rotation of the rolled bar by 
90° in each rolling pass.20) Since the side direction is just 
between the normal and transverse ones in the plate rolling, 
strong {223}<110>  and {111}<110>  components that 
located on α-fiber between {011}<110>  and {111}<110> 

should be expected in the present samples. Relatively weak 
corresponding texture components in the present study as 
compared to previous one20) may result from smaller total 
strain (less than half) applied in the present plate rolling.

3.2. Mechanical Tests
3.2.1. Impact Toughness

The load – displacement curves and the corresponding 
effect of test temperature on the impact toughness are shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The impact toughness of 
the same steel subjected to modified ausforming13) is also 
indicated in Fig. 4 for comparison. Irrespective of the test 
temperature, the shape of the impact load – displacement 
curves in Fig. 3 remarkably depends on the tempforming 
temperature. Following the general yield the load increases 
to its maximum followed by a gradual decrease until a 
drastic drop to almost zero during the impact tests of the 
steel samples tempformed at 873 K (Fig. 3(a)). Note here 
that the tiny serrations can be observed at general yield. A 
decrease in the test temperature does not lead to remarkable 
changes in the general yield and maximal loads. In contrast, 
the stage of gradual decrease in the load that is associated 
with the stable crack propagation shortens and the complete 
fracture occurs at smaller displacements with a decrease in 
test temperature. Thus, the absorbed energy for these speci-
mens decreases from about 450 J/cm2 to 120 J/cm2 with a 
decrease in test temperature from 293 K to 213 K (Fig. 4).

Similar to tempforming at 873 K, the impact load – 
displacement curves for the samples tempformed at 923 
K are characterized by a gradual increase in the load to 
its maximum at rather large displacements followed by 
steadily decreasing the load until a sudden drop, although 
their impact toughness is higher at all test temperatures (Fig. 
3(b)). Two main differences should be highlighted for the 
impact specimens made of steel tempformed at 923 K com-
paring to those tempformed at 873 K. Namely, the tiny ser-
rations at yielding point are more visible irrespective of test 
temperature and the type of crack-arrester behavior takes 
place upon tests at 233–293 K. Following the crack-arrest 
the load gradually decreases as the displacement increases 
up to 30 mm, when the specimens are pushed out from the 
holder. Therefore, the steel samples tempformed at 923 K 
are characterized by the high impact toughness above 400 
J cm −2 at 233–293 K (Fig. 4). Further decrease in tests 
temperature to 183 K is accompanied by a decrease in the 
impact toughness to about 300 J cm −2.

The impact load – displacement curves obtained for the 
steel samples after tempforming at 973 K are quite differ-
ent from those after tempforming at 873–923 K. The steel 
samples processed at the highest tempforming temperature 
of 973 K exhibit a well defined load drop after general 
yielding followed by a long stage of apparently stable crack 

Table 1. Effect of tempforming temperature (TTF) on the transverse grain size (D), an average size (d) and the volume 
fraction (FV) of relatively coarse Cr23C6/Fe3C particles and finely dispersed NbC/VC particles.

TTF, K D, nm d(Cr23C6/F3C), nm FV(Cr23C6/F3C), % d(NbC/VC), nm FV(NbC/VC), %

873 350 ±  50 40 ±  8 0.85 4 ±  1 0.129

923 630 ±  50 50 ±  10 0.91 7 ±  1.5 0.133

973 950 ±  50 90 ±  20 0.94 17 ±  3 0.135

Fig. 2. The sections of orientation distribution functions (ODF) at 
φ 2 = 0° and φ 2 = 45° for an HSLA steel subjected to temp-
forming at different temperatures (TTF). (Online version in 
color.)
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propagation, when the impact load decreases to a very low 
value (Fig. 3(c)). The general yield is almost the same with 
the maximum load; and these both have relatively low 
values. Therefore, the absorbed energy during the impact 
tests of the steel samples tempformed at 973 K is somewhat 
lower than that for the samples processed at 923 K.

The general view of the specimens after impact tests 
is shown in Fig. 5. The impact tests are accompanied by 
delamination of highly bent specimens without their com-
plete rupture that suggest very high absorbed impact energy. 
Therefore, the steel subjected to tempforming at 873–973 
K exhibits well-defined delamination toughening8,21) at test 
temperatures of 183–293 K. The primary transverse crack 
propagating directly across the central portions of the speci-
mens branches along the rolling plane. Then, the secondary 
cracks growing across the specimens again may experience 
branching towards RD leading to the next delamination 
event as clearly seen in Fig. 5 for the specimens after 
tempforming at temperatures (TTF) of 873–923 K. Hence, 
the largely bent delaminated specimens without complete 
separation are observed after impact tests. A decrease in 
tempforming temperature from 973 K to 923 K remarkably 

promotes delamination, whereas further decrease of TTF to 
873 K has a marginal effect on delamination irrespective of 
test temperature.

Representative SEM images of the fracture surfaces after 
impact tests at 293 K and 183 K are shown in Figs. 6 and 
7, respectively. The fracture surfaces that resulted from the 
crack propagation along the impact direction are distinctly 
different from those caused by the crack propagation per-
pendicular to the impact direction. It is seen that primary 
macrocrack propagates directly across the central portions 
of the impact test bars in ductile manner (left-side pictures 
in Fig. 6). The propagation of primary crack is arrested by 
crack tip blunting owing to huge cleavage along the roll-
ing plane (right-side pictures in Fig. 6). This is typical for 
the delamination toughness phenomenon, when the easy 
cleavage crosswise to the impact direction prevents the 

Fig. 3. Impact load vs displacement curves of an HSLA steel subjected to tempforming at 873 K (a), 923 K (b) and 973 
K (c).

Fig. 4. Effect of test temperature on the impact toughness (KCV) 
of an HSLA steel subjected to tempforming at different 
temperatures (TTF). The open cycles indicate KCV for the 
same steel after quenching and tempering.13)

Fig. 5. Specimens of an HSLA steel tempformed at TTF =  873 K, 
923 K and 973 K and then subjected to impact tests at indi-
cated temperatures.
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crack propagation along the impact direction and, therefore, 
enhances the impact toughness owing to increasing the 
absorbed energy.21,22) The longitudinal delaminating cracks 
propagate over a large distance indicated by L* (center 
pictures in Fig. 6), leading to the broad fracture surface 
consisting of terraces with lateral dimple fracture surfaces. 
A decrease in test temperature does not significantly affect 
the fracture behavior. The height of terraces, i.e., the dimen-
sions of the fracture surfaces crosswise to the delaminating 
planes, apparently decreases (cf. Figs. 6 and 7), reducing 
the total ductile fracture surface and, therefore, decreasing 
the impact toughness.

3.2.2. Three-Point Bending
The three-point bending tests reveal three distinctive 

fracture behavior in the present steel samples, depending 
on the temperature of tempforming (Figs. 8 to 10). The 
load – displacement curve for the steel specimen after 
tempforming at 873 K is shown in Fig. 8 along with some 
characteristic side-views on the bent specimen. Small cracks 
running crosswise to the loading direction seem to appear 
before general yielding. It should be noted that following 
the early cracking the crack propagation along the specimen 
(delamination) during further bending may be accompanied 
by a gradual increase in the load. On the other hand, the 
rapid expansion of pre-existing crack over a large distance 

Fig. 6. Fracture surfaces after impact tests at 293 K of an HSLA steel tempformed at temperatures (TTF) of 873 K, 923 
K and 973 K.

Fig. 7. Fracture surfaces after impact tests at 183 K of an HSLA steel subjected to tempforming at TTF =  873 K (a), 923 
K (b) and 973 K (c).
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results in distinctive serration on the bend curve. The speci-
men with the longitudinal cracks can be characterized by a 
long stage of strain hardening upon bending over a large 
angle corresponding to a displacement of approx. 5 mm 
in Fig. 8. Then, the next occurrence of huge delaminat-
ing crack leads to substantial drop of the load at the bend 
curve. Such sequential formation of the longitudinal cracks 
(delamination) finally results in zigzag-type fracture of the 
highly bent specimen.

The steel sample subjected to tempforming at 923 K 
exhibits another type of fracture behavior upon the bending 
tests (Fig. 9). The first cracking crosswise to the loading 
direction occurs at the stage of strain hardening after the 

general yield. Then, the bend load increases continuing 
the strain hardening stage followed by the next cracking 
(delamination) at rather large displacement (2 mm in Fig. 9). 
The bend load attains the maximal value at a displacement 
of about 6 mm in Fig. 9 much similar to that for the speci-
men after tempforming at 873 K. Further bending over a 
large displacement is accompanied by a progressive expan-
sion of the pre-existing delaminating cracks. Quite different 
bending fracture behavior is observed for the specimen after 
tempforming at 973 K (Fig. 10). The bend load increases 
to its maximum followed by gradual decrease due to small 
cracks growing across the specimen during bending to large 
displacement. Remarkable crack, which can be considered 
as a delamination beginning, appears at large displacements, 
e.g., 6 mm in Fig. 10.

The strain rate in the three-point bending tests is much 
lower compared to that for impact tests. This makes pos-
sible to resolve the special features of fracture behavior 

Fig. 8. Bending load – displacement curves and characteristic 
side-views of bent specimen of an HSLA steel subjected to 
tempforming at 873 K.

Fig. 9. Bending load – displacement curves and characteristic 
side-views of bent specimen of an HSLA steel subjected to 
tempforming at 923 K.

Fig. 10. Bending load – displacement curves and characteristic 
side-views of bent specimen of an HSLA steel subjected 
to tempforming at 973 K.

Fig. 11. Relationship between the maximal lengths of delaminat-
ing cracks (L*) along the impact specimens (s. Fig. 6) and 
the impact toughness of an HSLA steel subjected to 
tempforming at different temperatures (TTF).
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of the specimens with different microstructures evolved at 
different temperatures of tempforming. Although recovery 
processes during the three-point bending may delay and 
move the characteristic changes associated with the crack 
nucleation and propagation to larger strains as compared 
to impact tests as it was observed in previous study for the 
maximal and fracture loads,23) the general fracture behavior 
should share some traits.

Thus, the fracture behavior of the V-notch specimens 
upon bending depends significantly on temperature of temp-
forming. A decrease in tempforming temperature promotes 
the cracking along the rolling plane, i.e., delamination on 
planes that are perpendicular to the bend loading direction. 
The specimens after tempforming at relatively low tempera-
ture of 873 K are characterized by early delamination that 
blunts the notch, leading to strain hardening during bending 
over large angles. In contrast, the specimens after tempform-
ing at rather high temperature of 973 K exhibit delayed 
delamination. Following the strain hardening at early stage 
of bend tests, these specimens begin to rupture due to small 
cracks developing towards the loading direction, i.e., across 
the specimen, whereas delamination occurs at large bending. 
The steel samples subjected to tempforming at intermedi-
ate temperature of 923 K demonstrate transitional fracture 
behavior during bending. Namely, the delamination crack-
ing occurs when the bend load approaches its maximum. 
Thus, the fracture of this specimen begins with delamination 
along the specimen similar to that after tempforming at 873 
K, although the specimen experiences rather large plastic 
deformation before delamination like that after tempform-
ing at 973 K.

4. Discussion

The present impact specimens are characterized by a 
remarkable delamination along the specimen, i.e., across 
the impact direction (Fig. 5). Considering the stress state 
around the notch, the conditions for delamination have 
been discussed as a result of the difference between the 
cleavage stress crosswise the specimen (along the impact 
direction) and the plastic flow stress along the specimen that 
controls the specimen bending.24) The development of the 
microstructure consisting in pan-caked grains highly elon-
gated along the rolling direction as well as the large texture 
component of <100> //ND, which promotes the cleavage 
along the rolling plane, decreases the critical stresses for 
corresponding brittle fracture leading to pronounced delami-
nation.9) The relationship between the maximal lengths of 
delamination cracks (L* in Fig. 6) and the impact toughness 
is represented in Fig. 11. It is clearly seen that larger L* 
corresponds to higher KCV. Thus, the extraordinarily high 
impact toughness of the tempformed steel is closely con-
nected with the delamination development. The temperature 
dependence of delamination has been discussed as a reason 
for unusual increase in the impact toughness with decreas-
ing test temperature.8) The yield stress increases while that 
for brittle fracture remains almost unchanged as the test 
temperature decreases that should promote delamination.

The delamination toughness was discussed referring to 
modified Yoffee diagram comparing the effective yield 
stress along the impact specimen, i.e., along the rolling 

direction (σY//RD) and the cleavage fracture stress crosswise 
to the specimen, i.e., along the normal direction (σC//ND).11,25) 
An increase in the impact toughness owing to delamination 
can be expected with a decrease in tests temperature to the 
range of σY//RD >  σC//ND in Fig. 12(a). In this case the brittle 
fracture along the specimen readily occurs blunting the 
original crack and advancing the specimen bending over a 
large angle. The present results suggest that the tendency 
to delamination suppresses with an increase in tempform-
ing temperature because of increasing σC//ND and decreasing 
σY//RD (Fig. 12(a)). Indeed, the delamination occurs at larger 
load/displacement in the specimen tempformed at higher 
temperature (cf. Figs. 8 and 9). On the other hand, both the 
yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength significantly 
decreased from 1 230 MPa and 1 250 MPa, respectively, 
to 690 MPa and 760 MPa with an increase in tempforming 
temperature from 873 K to 973 K.14) The fracture behav-
ior in Figs. 8 and 9 suggests that the delamination of the 
steel specimens after tempforming at 873 K and 923 K is 
controlled by the load (stress-controlled delamination). An 
early delamination precedes the plastic deformation of the 
specimen tempformed at 873 K (Fig. 8), or occurs soon after 
general yield in the specimen tempformed at 923 K (Fig. 9). 
Tempforming temperature in the latter case can be consid-
ered as the range around the intersection point in Fig. 12(b), 
where σC//ND and σY//RD are close to each other. In contrast, 
delamination of the specimen tempformed at 973 K takes 

Fig. 12. Modified Yoffee diagram illustrating the effect of increas-
ing tempforming temperature on the fracture behavior at 
different temperatures, Ttest, (a) and variations of the 
cleavage fracture stress crosswise to the impact speci-
men, σC//ND, and the effective yield stress along the 
impact specimen, σY//RD, with tempforming temperature, 
TTF, (b).
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place after large bending, when the specimen experienced 
rather large plastic deformation as well as a partial ductile 
fracture along the loading direction (Fig. 10). This can be 
considered as a deformation-controlled delamination; and the 
corresponding temperature of tempforming lies in the right 
to the intersection point in Fig. 12(b), where σC//ND > σY//RD.

The consideration above suggests a promising approach 
to select the tempforming conditions. The highest impact 
toughness should be expected after tempforming at a tem-
perature close to the intersection in Fig. 12(b). In the pres-
ent study this temperature corresponds to about 923 K. It 
should be noted that the beneficial effect of tempforming 
on the impact toughness in this case is observed in a wide 
range of test temperatures down to 183 K. Tempforming 
at a lower temperature, e.g., 873 K, facilitates delamina-
tion. However, easy delamination repeatedly occurring in 
the specimen processed at 873 K results in the fast zigzag 
fracture at relatively small displacements decreasing the 
impact toughness, especially, at relatively low temperatures. 
An increase in tempforming temperature results in delami-
nation after remarkable plastic deformation followed by a 
large bending of specimen without completed fracture. Such 
processing may be useful for very low temperature applica-
tions, although relatively low strength after tempforming 
at elevated temperature limits the impact toughness, which 
ranks below that for the steel samples tempformed at opti-
mal temperature.

5. Conclusions
Effect of tempforming (warm plate rolling following 

tempering) temperature in the range of 873–973 K on the 
impact toughness at 183 K to 293 K of a high-strength low-
alloy steel was studied. The main results can be summarized 
as follows.

(1) Tempforming substantially enhanced the impact 
toughness, which was well above 100 J/cm2 within the 
studied range of impact test temperatures. The high values 
of impact toughness resulted from delamination of the 
impact specimens crosswise to the loading direction. Rapid 
delamination by brittle fracture mode blunted the original 
crack and, hence, supported bending of the specimen over 
a large angle.

(2) The impact toughness at low temperatures of 
183–263 K increased with an increase in tempforming tem-
perature from 873 K to 923 K followed by a decrease with 
further increase in tempforming temperature to 973 K. Such 
variation in the impact toughness was attributed to the dif-
ference in the fracture behavior upon bending that changed 
from early to delayed delamination with an increase in 
tempforming temperature.

(3) The steel specimen after tempforming at 873 K 
experienced delamination during bending in the elastic 
deformation domain. Such easy delamination resulted in the 
fast repeated brittle crack propagation decreasing the impact 

toughness, especially, at low temperatures. In contrast, the 
specimen subjected to tempforming at 973 K is character-
ized by pronounced plastic deformation before delamination 
upon bending. However, relatively low strengthening at a 
high tempforming temperature diminished the beneficial 
effect of delamination on the impact toughness.
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